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ABOUT FOTA
FOTA (The Friends of Theosophical Archives) is a charitable organisation being formed to promote knowledge of, and support for, the Theosophical archives across the world. For this purpose,
“Theosophy” is defined in the same way as in the editorial pages of Theosophical History, and
is not restricted to any one tradition or country. For more information visit this link: http://www.
hypatia.gr/fota/
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ENGLISH FOTA by Leslie Price
The steering group for FOTA England met at the TS London
on November 3rd 2014, and agreed to shortly introduce annual
membership for both individuals and organisations. They discussed a helpful report on the English TS archives prepared by
the religious adviser to the National Archives in London. The
Foundation for Theosophical Studies has now made a small
grant to the English T.S. to assess the scope of their archives;
Leslie Price began this project in December 2014, and hopes
to complete it by Spring 2015. Subsequently it is intended to
properly conserve and catalogue the material.
The Foundation has also agreed a small grant to FOTA. It is
not certain how this will be used, but there are plans to extend
FOTA’s on line presence. The situation will be reviewed later
in January 2015 when Janet Lee returns from Adyar, where she
and Janet Kerschner are participating in an assessment of the
international archives. It is possible that these might fall within
the scope of the Endangered Archives Programme of the British
Library.
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The British Library
Endangered Archives Program
Endangered archives may apply for a grant under a program
promoted by the British Library.
For more information visit the link: http://eap.bl.uk/


John Oxley Library
In 1989 Leslie Price was alerted about the Theosophical content of the John Oxley Library in Australia. A quick search on
their online catalogue provides around 946 results on collection
resources on Theosophy: http://goo.gl/ylg34J


Painting the Southern Border New Religions, the
Mexican Revolution, and Visual Arts

New Reprint of the
Chronological Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnett
Mr. S.M.Umakanth Rao the manager of the Adyar
Theosophical Publishing House informed us that a new reprint
of the chronological Mahatma Letters to A. P. Sinnett is now
available, previous editions were arranged by theme and could
be confusing.
The price is US$ 22 for soft cover binding and US$ 30 for hard
cover binding: http://www.adyarbooks.com/


The Mahatma Letters at the British Library
In order to see the Mahatma Letters stored at the British Library
you need to register for a reader pass. The letters are located
at the Collection name Mahatma Papers, manuscript number
Add MS: 45284; 45285;45286. The British Library will request
from you two original identification documents and no exceptions can be made. One identification document must proof
your residential address. This could be a recent utility bill.
The other document must proof your signature. This could be
a passport. They do not accept photocopies, faxes, internet or
bank printouts. You can find more detailed information at their
web-site in this link: http://goo.gl/OZTHQw
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During the UPS and CESNUR (Center for Studies on New
Religions) AAR annual meeting (November 22-25, 2014)
Massimo Introvigne delivered a very interesting lecture about
the Theosophical networks of artists operating between Mexico
and the U.S. in the first half of the 20th . The lecture will be
featured in a special issue of “Nova Religio”. The power point
presentation is available online and can be viewed through the
following link: http://goo.gl/cEX0QA
Another interesting article by Introvigne is “From Mondrian
to Charmion von Wiegand: Neoplasticism, Theosophy and
Buddhism” featured in the new scholarly journal on art and
esoterica “Black Mirror” (2015).
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ABOUT: Massimo Introvigne is an

Italian sociologist and intellectual
property consultant. He is the founder
and managing director of the Center for
Studies on New Religions (CESNUR),
an international network of scholars who
study new religious movements. Ιn 2012
he joined the faculty of the Pontifical Salesian University,
also accredited by the Vatican, as a professor of Sociology of Religious Movements and, as of 2013, of Sociology of
Religions. The Encyclopedia of Religions in Italy is now in its
third edition.


Latest Issue of Theosophical History:
Description of Contents
by the Editor: Dr. James Santucci
Vol. XVII, Issue 1 (January 2014)
Besides her considerable contributions to esotericism, H.P.
Blavatsky is also well known for her travels and adventures. Her
competence as travel commentator is abundantly displayed in
the collection From the Caves and Jungles of Hindostan, which
constitutes a series of articles originally written in Russian
describing various aspects of Indian culture, archeological
sites, religious practice, Hindu divinities, prominent individuals, and much more. It makes for entertaining reading by one
who experienced “living in India, unlike the English who were
merely surrounded by India at a proper distance” (16).
Her experiences in India after 1879 give us a sense of her
travels in her earlier life, including a certain degree of
embellishment and exaggeration in her descriptions. An
example of an early adventure is an explosion that took place
on the steamship Eunomia—on which Blavatsky claimed to
be a passenger—on June 21, 1871. This claim first appeared
in the New York Daily Graphic on November 13, 1874, and
is now explored in this issue by Erica Georgiades, who provides enough evidence for one to come to the conclusion that
she probably was not a passenger on board the Eunomia. This
conclusion is based upon the absence of her name on all three
passenger lists quoted in newspaper accounts at the time, as well as
Blavatsky’s propensity to exaggerate events and facts. Apropos
the latter claim, Blavatsky claims, in the article appearing in the
Daily Graphic, that only seventeen of four hundred passengers
survived, both figures exaggerations of the actual numbers:
about 100 passengers total on board and between fifty to sixty
losing their lives.
An additional example of Blavatsky’s tendency to
exaggerate also appears in the same article. Therein, she states
that she was married at age sixteen to a seventy-three gentleman,
Nikofor Blavatsky. Far from being an old man he was at
3
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the time of the marriage about forty years of age, still much
older than Blavatsky, certainly, but whose own age was
closer to eighteen. Given her tendency to manipulate the facts,
it is not difficult to lean more to the aforementioned conclusion.
Ms. Georgiades, however, is very cautious in her assessment of
the evidence and does not rule out the possibility of Blavatsky
being on board the ship, mainly due to the passenger recording
procedures of the company that owned the vessel. One certainly cannot dispute this assessment, so it is best not to form
a definitive conclusion regarding Blavatsky’s participation in
this episode.
This is not the whole story, however. A second mystery arises
from this account with the inclusion of the enigmatic Agardi
Metrovich (or Mitrovitch). For an opera singer associated with
the carbonari who was involved romantically with Blavatsky
and who may have accompanied her at the time of the accident, almost nothing is known of him except for Blavatsky’s
own recollection in a letter to A.P. Sinnett (no. LX in The
Letters of H.P. Blavatsky to A.P. Sinnett, 142 – 148), and in The
Memoirs of Count Witte (1). The principal reason for this
anonymity is answered by Blavatsky: the name “Metrovich”
is a nom de guerre after the name of a Hungarian town of
that name (2). If so, it would explain the difficulty in identifying him. In any event, the identification of this mysterious
individual has been the object of research of Ms. Georgiades,
who will present her research at the Theosophical History Conference (see below).
Erica Georgiades, the author of “H.P. Blavatsky and the Wreck
of the S.S. Eunomia,” is known to many in the Theosophical
world as chief editor of the electronic magazine Hypatia, the
editor of FOTA [The Friends of Theosophical Archives] Newsletter, and steering member of the FOTA Committee. In 2012
she organized an international conference in Greece, “Esoteric
Traditions in the Ancient and Contemporary World.”
* * *
In addition to this article, the issue contains remembrances of
the author of The Occult Roots of Nazism and Director of the
Exeter Centre for the Study of Esotericism, Nicholas GoodrickClarke, who died in 2012. The contributions of Dr. GoodrickClarke to the field of Western Esotericism and to the Centre
cannot be overstated. Two of his students at Exeter (Jeffrey
Lavoie and Tim Rudbøg) and one colleague (Joscelyn Godwin)
offer their impressions and memories of Dr. Goodrick-Clarke.
* * *
“Buddhism in New York” originally appeared in the New York
Sun and then reprinted in The Day Star in 1886. The article, introduced by Jerry Hejka-Ekins of Alexandria West Archives in
Turlock, California, reveals a Theosophical connection, since
there may have been direct contact between the reporter and
William Q. Judge, mentioned in the article as President of the
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Aryan Theosophical Society. Also of interest is the mention of
1872 (“fourteen years” prior to the year the article appeared:
1886) as the year when the Buddhist movement was inaugurated in New York. It would appear that the “Buddhism” referred
to in this article is actually the Theosophical Society, which, of
course, was founded a few years later (1875).
* * *
The final entry is Dr. Joscelyn Godwin’s review of Asia Mysteriosa, an important primary document originating from an
occult movement, the Polaires. Of most interest are the individuals associated, directly or indirectly, with the movement,
including such figures Arturo Reghini, Maurice Magre, and
René Guénon.
(1) Bibliographical information available in the article appearing in this issue,
“H.P. Blavatsky and the Wreck of the S.S. Eunomia.”
(2) I could not verify the existence of such a Hungarian locale. Perhaps “Me
tro-“ is a reference to the Mátra Hills in northern Hungary; “vich” (“wicz”)
indicates a patronymic.

About the Theosophical History Journal
Founded in 1985 by Leslie Price and edited since 1990 by
James A. Santucci. Theosophical History is now in its 28th
year. Theosophical History is an independent scholarly journal devoted to all aspects of theosophy (with and without a
capital T). It is unaffiliated with any Theosophical organization.
This web site is a collaborative effort of serious students of all
aspects of theosophy, with an emphasis on the wave of occultism, spiritualism, New Age thought and Theosophy as it has
developed during the last 150 years. Our web site is intended
to be a 21st-century “Notes and Queries”—a clearinghouse for
information on original sources, archival material and recent
work of interest alike to scholars and all serious students of
these matters.
Contact James Santucci for information on subscriptions or
individual issues. For subscription information, go to the
Subscription page.
http://www.theohistory.org/


International Convention
of the Theosophical Society Adyar
For the first time in the history of the Theosophical Society, the
International Convention was transmitted online. All the lectures of the latest convention (December 2014) are available on
the TS’s new youtube channel:http://goo.gl/D7ts6y
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The Letters of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
Tim Boyd (the International President of the Theosophical Society and President of the Theosophical Society in America)
has announced (October 1, 2014) that Jon Knebel is the new
editor responsible for HPB’s letters. He replaced the previous
editor John Algeo.
ABOUT: Jon Knebel is retired after 35

years as a manager in the automotive
industry. He has been a student of the
Esoteric Tradition for 20 years. In
2005 he began an in-depth study of
The Mahatma Letters, and taught a
class on the Letters from September 2011 through April 2014 at the Wheaton headquarters of the Theosophical Society in America (Adyar).
Source: http://www.theosconf.org/pdf/JonKnebel.pdf


International Theosophical History Conference
The International Theosophical History Conference was held on 20-21
September 2014 in London and was
hosted by the Theosophical Society
in England. The conference was a
success and included the contribution
of many researchers of Theosophical
history.
Exhibition during the Theosophical History Conference
During the Theosophical History conference the Theosophical Society in UK exhibited a number of publications on the
controversy about Madame Blavatsky. They included attacks
by a Jesuit, a staunch Protestant and a Spiritualist. Defenders
included Walter Carrithers (his first essay was written in 1947),
Beatrice Hastings, and the Blavatsky Association, whose first
meeting in London was reported in their Proceedings.
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Exhibit at the College of Psychic Studies
by Leslie Price
At the College of Psychic Studies in September 2014 there is
a new exhibit in the library glass cabinet “Friends: Madame
Blavatsky, Col. Olcott and Stainton Moses” including newly
found photos and documents [see elsewhere in this newsletter “Two Photos”]. In my 1983 lecture to the S.P.R. about her,
I contrasted the SPR’s respectful treatment of SM (an SPR
founder vice-president, whose mediumship was given a two part
analysis in Proceedings by Myers) with that of HPB.,
denounced as an impostor. But as Olcott wrote “It appeared
upon comparing notes that several of his most striking mediumistic phenomena were almost identical with those with
which H P B was edifying us in New York, and, since hers were
admittedly produced by her subject Elementals, I could not
see why his might not be also. “Entities spoke through both in
trance. Strange sounds known as fairy bells were emitted, as
was a distinctive and at times identical perfume, before they
even met”.
Of course Col. Olcott, HPB.’s colleague, was dismissed by an
SPR investigation as a credulous fool, and his memoir “Old
Diary Leaves” was never reviewed in SPR Proceedings. Yet
Olcott’s experience of Spiritualism went back to the 1850s,
and he also witnessed a variety of phenomena as he toured India after 1879. His discussion of the mysteries of both H.P.B.
and Moses remains unsurpassed. He had sixty letters from
Moses, which the TS had not published, but the election this
year of a new T.S. president, Tim Boyd may change that.
Similarly the CPS had not made available the private statements
by Moses about H.P.B. We have the opportunity to have now a
reassessment of the inner side of this friendship. LP.
Exhibition Captions
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6. Moses asked his spirit guides about his new American friends, and wrote
the questions and answers in notebooks preserved at the College. [Moses
notebook]
7. The Moses notebooks were later typed out. Here are two unpublished
sections, in which H.P.B. is termed an adept by the guides. [rather than
display the full books, will probably photocopy the relevant sections of pages,
as discussion goes over page]
8. Olcott and H.P.B. supported a small Spiritualist newspaper “Spiritual Scientist”. But she took exception to an interview with her which it republished, and
listed its lies on this volume. [original volume open at defaced page]
9. Moses disagreed with H.P.B.’s view on his mediumship. He left the
Theosophical Society which Olcott, H.P.B. and others had formed in 1875.
She remained his friend, and sent him signed copies of her books, such as
“The Key to Theosophy” 1889. [copy of book]
10. Olcott also remained a friend and discussed Moses in his memoirs “Old
Diary Leaves“. [depending on space I will include some relevant extracts. For
example, in 1891:]
On the 28th [ August- LP] I went to Canterbury to see my dear old friend
Stainton Moses, the most brilliant of the writers on Spiritualism, so well known
as “M. A. (Oxon)”. No two men could have been more drawn to each other
than he and I; our friendship, begun through correspondence while I was
still at New York, had continued unshaken throughout all changes and frictions between our respective parties, the Spiritualists and Theosophists. The
recollection of this visit to Canterbury is one of my pleasantest memories,
because of the delightful hours we passed together in wanderings about the
ancient town and in the cathedral, and in affectionate talk. I can see before
me now the picture of him standing on the railway platform, watching my
receding train, and waving his hand in a farewell that was doomed to be
eternal—that is, so far as this incarnation is concerned.
Returning to London, I escorted Mrs. Besant to the “Hall of Science” to hear
her farewell address to the Secula-rists……. “

Pictured at the CPS are a group en route to the Theosophical
History conference which began the next day at the TS London.

FRIENDS: Madame Blavatsky, Col. Olcott and Stainton Moses
1. Stainton Moses was a schoolmaster who in 1872 developed powerful mediumship. In 1884 he became the first president of the London Spiritualist
Alliance, now the College of Psychic Studies. [schoolmaster photo, with pupils]
2. In 1875 he reviewed a book “People from the Other World” by Col. Olcott of
New York. [copy of review in scrapbook made by SM himself]
3. The review began a transatlantic correspondence. Olcott sent his photo.
This shows him younger, when he was a US government investigator of fraud
in Civil War contracts. [Olcott photo]
4. Olcott’s chum (as he called her) Blavatsky, known by her initials H.P.B., had
started a psychic centre in Cairo before coming to America. James Peebles,
an American Spiritualist world traveller, noted her efforts in an 1875 book.
[book open on page]
5. Two of the photos sent to Moses by Blavatsky are the only ones known
which are signed “Hadji Mora”, her pseudonym for a short story in 1876, and
“Mulligan” a pet name used among her close friends. [laminated photos]
5

From left to right: Wim Leys (Dutch Theosophical Society), Leslie Price (CPS archivist), Kevin Tingay (chair FOTA England), Geradline Beskin (John Yarker Library),
Barry Loft (author of forthcoming Yarker biography), Lynda Harris (cataloguer,
English T.S. archives), Shin’ichi Yoshinaga (new religions specialist, Japan), Erin
Prophet (Rice University).
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Black Mirror – A New Research Network
Black Mirror is a new research network based at the Arts University Bournemouth. The intent of the network is to explore
the influence and role of enchantment, esotericism, the occult
and magic in modernist and contemporary art.
The network has been created to actively promote academic
and practice-led research. Black Mirror aims to advance new
knowledge, creativity and understanding through the initiation

and dissemination of research projects, events, exhibitions and
debate.
To document the project, a special series of peer-reviewed
publications will be issued by Fulgur Esoterica.
The network co-ordinators are: Judith Noble and Dominic
Shepherd.
Source: http://aub.ac.uk/research/black-mirror/



Thorns and Roses:

Approaching Difficult Theosophical History
by Brett Forray
This lecture was presented during the International conference “Esoteric Traditions in the Ancient and Contemporary World” (Greece, 2012).

This presentation will discuss the presenter’s journey in writing a history of The Judge Case, a very contentious period within
the Theosophical Society from 1891 – 1896. While less noticeable today, The Judge Case produced political and philosophical
aftershocks in several Theosophical organizations that continue to this day. Using examples from the Case, the presenter will
outline the challenges which researchers may encounter when writing about this sensitive and complex period.

A Theosophical Journey
The Theosophical Society has been recognized for its
efforts in the occult revival in Europe and America during
the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as well as for
influencing the arts, literature, and politics. Nonetheless,
its leaders also experienced challenges to their authenticity. Since the society’s formative years, some of these
challenges came from outside the society. But society
members also questioned their own colleagues’ purpose,
work, or leadership ability.
I would like to discuss some neglected issues in one of
the most important periods in the Theosophical Society,
popularly known as The Judge Case, which will be included in a study I have recently completed. Before reviewing
these issues, I would like to share with you my approach
to writing about this period between 1891 and 1896 and
provide a brief overview of the events themselves.
After the 1891 death of one of the society’s main
founders, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, a divisive confrontation arose within the movement provoking what I
classify as the society’s own civil war. This struggle for
the movement’s continuing unity centered around three
prominent leaders taking two sides. On one side stood
the society’s vice-president and general secretary of the
6

American Section, William Quan Judge, who believed
the society’s further development was being hindered by
Black Magicians influencing Brahmin members in India.
On the other side stood the president of the Blavatsky
Lodge in London, Annie Wood Besant, with the society’s
president, Henry Steel Olcott, who lived in India. Besant
and Olcott became suspicious of Judge’s directions for
the future that he claimed were inspired by adepts, known
as the Mahatmas, associated with the movement.1
Besant and Judge were also appointed as co-Outer
Heads leading the specialized Eastern School of Theosophy, following Blavatsky’s death. Within a few years,
Olcott, and later Besant, began to doubt the authenticity of Judge’s Mahatmic messages. Doubt grew into the
accusation that Judge was forging these messages,
which became the setting for the struggles that followed
over the direction of the movement. Olcott provided the
label that has stuck with this period to this day, The Judge
Case.
Two earlier historians of Theosophy have insightfully pointed out the importance of The Judge Case for
the overall movement. Alvin Boyd Kuhn wrote the first
academic treatment on the modern Theosophical movement. In his 1930 study, he noted that disputes over the
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reception of Mahatmic messages raised by The Judge
Case are “the key to most of the controversial history
of the Theosophical movement. The question of alleged
messages from the High Ones [Masters] has been the
opening wedge of most of the schisms of the cult.”2 Much
later, the Theosophical historian, John Cooper, also confirmed the challenges that emerged in the society concerning the reception of Mahatma Letters by stating more
specifically, “the Judge Case, which also centered on
letters from the Mahatmas, is the key point to the divisions within the Theosophical Movement.”3
I began hearing stories about this and related
episodes during the late 1980’s, stoked by a good
friend who had a vast collection of published and archival material on Theosophy.4 I learned that there were a
succession of splits within this movement, and members in the
segregated groups held, and can still hold today, very
strong feelings for their identified protagonists and antagonists based on a member’s stance on the struggles
within a once united Theosophical organization. Yet, the
most contentious split within the modern Theosophical
movement also turns out to be its first – the above-mentioned Judge Case.
Over time, I read and listened to different viewpoints
about the conflict that typically focuses on Judge and
Besant, though Olcott, who was the real inspiration for
the accusations against Judge, appears throughout this
narrative in his own significant way. What I eventually noticed in the majority of published histories that dealt with
The Judge Case was an author’s unconditional support of
either Judge, or Besant and Olcott, while identifying the
opposing party as being solely responsible for the fragmentation of the society. I also became aware of significant aspects of Judge’s and Besant’s conflicted relationship that were either vaguely touched upon or absent in
existing renditions. I contend that regardless of how this
divisive period began, the positions maintained by each
of the leading players influenced their ongoing decisions
that contributed to the ensuing split. Further, I also noticed
that The Judge Case was only described within general
histories of the movement and, up until recently, no major
study dealt exclusively with what undoubtedly remains a
very controversial episode within this movement.
The first major study on this period, The Judge Case:
A Conspiracy Which Ruined the Theosophical Cause,
appeared in 2004.5 Even at nearly 1,000 pages, this study
did not satisfy my yearnings for a comprehensive review.
I had been researching and writing about The Judge
Case for eight years prior to this book’s publication and
felt that the author, Mr. Ernest Pelletier, exhibited a very
specific bias concerning Judge, which was made appa7
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rent in his preface. Here, Pelletier expressed his purpose
in writing his book, to “bare the facts, to present a detailed
factual defense to vindicate W.Q. Judge’s reputation, and
to repudiate the accusations of fraud [presented to Judge
by Besant].”6 While Pelletier felt that the charges leveled
against Judge could not be proved or disproved – a position to which I would agree – he believed that Judge was
nonetheless the victim in this story who was conspired
against. As I noted in my review of this work in the journal,
Theosophical History, “we end up reading a rendition of
this conflict that endorses Judge’s ideological view. Mr.
Pelletier’s approach reveals much about Judge as the
declared protagonist, yet this exclusive focus sacrifices
other points of view.”7
In 1989, Dr. Gregory Tillett addressed the challenges encountered in narratives written by Theosophical
historians when their work is analyzed according to the
principles of historical methodology.8 These principles
are worth restating. They include: access to original
(or primary) sources; difficulties from using secondary
sources, such as distortion and interpretation, or separating
opinion from fact; recognizing partiality and bias;
standards in the methodology itself, which we like to call
the level of “scholarship”; the willingness to critically reexamine ‘received’ histories; and understanding a
tradition (esoteric or religious) on its own terms. By
neglecting any number of these priciples, Tillett
commented, “Theosophical History, like most religious and
political history, has essentially been undertaken along
“party lines”. The heroes and villains are defined before the
history is written. The party lines are maintained in spite,
and frequently in vigorous defiance, of what secular history would call “the facts”.”9 I believe that a number of the
narrative challenges pointed out by Dr. Tillett can be found
in extant histories covering The Judge Case.
As I began to study The Judge Case, it took time for me
to feel competent to discuss the ‘facts’ about this episode
without the personal or ideological biases that I found in
past renditions published by one or another of the existing Theosophical organizations. During the 1980s, I was
exposed to Theosophy from the perspective of three predominant organizations accessible in southern California:
the so-called ‘Adyar’ society – the tradition that includes
Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater; the ‘Pasadena’ society – inheritors of Judge’s legacy with Katherine Tingley
and later Gottfried de Purucker; and the United Lodge of
Theosophists – initially led by Robert Crosbie after leaving the Point Loma Theosophical community.
While this gave me a diverse view of the major traditions that we call Theosophy today, I spent time predominantly in a Theosophical group in Los Angeles affiliated
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with the Adyar tradition. This lodge was a black sheep
among Adyar’s flock, since many members supported
what different sides call the “pro-Judge” stance in The
Judge Case. But I wanted to do something different in
writing about this period. I wanted to present this story
from both Judge’s and Besant’s perspectives without the
chorus of ideological commentary. Therefore, I wanted to
present the views and relationships between these two
leaders and their supporters based on documents available to me and follow their interactions up to the split
that eventually occurred within the society. This meant
I could no longer be pro-Judge, or for that matter
pro-Besant, but had to be neutral. The pro-Judge
perspective usually treats him as a ‘victim’ of the
events that, for example, may have originated from a
conspiracy that Pelletier contends was meant to eliminate
Judge’s guiding influence as much as possible from the
society. At some point Besant did want to reduce Judge’s
influence due to her accusations that Judge was forging
Mahatmic messages. Whether the timing and motive for
Besant’s charges was part of a conspiracy is another
matter to discern. On the other hand, Pro-Besant supporters contend that Judge had abused his leadership positions with doubtful contacts with the Mahatmas to wrest
greater control over the society, and that needed to be
stopped.

perspective becomes the etic.11 Together, these tools used
in tandem become a model to both understand the subject matter, yet keep an ever important ‘critical distance’ in
order to become as much as possible like an unvarnished
mirror reflecting the subject matter of the research. This
includes being able to distinguish, for example, a person’s
belief or knowledge about something apart from their feelings, and again apart from their behavior, though these
areas can be interrelated at some point in the discussion.
Additionally, the researcher is still responsible for the
factual accuracy of their narrative.

During my research into this period, and prior to the
publication of Pelletier’s work, I began to read about
historical methodology. In New Age Religion and Western Culture, the Dutch scholar of Western Esotericism,
Wouter Hanegraaff, discusses a framework for doing
empirical research in the humanities that differs from
the approach taken in the natural sciences.10 Because
the humanities deal with the scope of people’s beliefs,
their subjective perspectives, and behavior, Hanegraaff
suggests using theoretical tools to safeguard legitimacy
in this area of historical research. The tool he suggests
using is his distinction between the emic and the etic. The
emic denotes what could be called the ‘believer’s point of
view’ to study various esoteric movements, which have
increasingly been accepted in many humanities
departments in academia. Therefore, to begin providing an
accurate presentation of subjects for historical research,
an understanding of the believer’s point of view needs to
be included in the research. Yet, seeking to understand
the subject’s perspective, beliefs, or knowledge requires
excluding the researcher’s personal biases towards these
discoveries as much as possible. Therefore, Hanegraaff
points out that re-presenting this material may require
“language, distinctions, theories, and interpretive models that are considered appropriate by scholars on
their own terms” outside of the believer’s viewpoint. This

Following the death of Madame Blavatsky, Judge and
Besant each claimed to continue receiving messages
from Blavatsky’s adept teachers. Judge distributed messages from the Mahatmas to a few members, including
Besant, on issues current in the society, such as his and
Besant’s appointment as the co-Heads of the Eastern
School of Theosophy, or when Besant should depart
for an anticipated lecture tour of India. President Olcott
also received Judge’s Mahatmic messages and he became suspicious of a seal mark left on some letters. By
February 1894, Besant, based on Olcott’s prior suggestion,
officially accused Judge of forging the Mahatmas’messages
while performing his duties as the society’s vice-president
in order to gain more control over the society’s management. A hearing was scheduled in London with the society’s Judicial Committee prior to the European Section’s
convention in July. Besant wanted the Judicial Committee
to hear her charges and allow Judge to reply. When the
committee met, Judge objected to the legitimacy of the
meeting by pointing out that the society’s by-laws forbade
any member inquiring into the nature of a another member’s relationship with their spiritual teacher. In Judge’s
case, this included his relationship with the Mahatmas
and his claim to receive their messages. While some
members were reluctant to do so, the committee agreed
with Judge’s demurrer. Besant’s charges were tabled and
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My goal is to tell the story of this absorbing, yet difficult,
period in the history of the Theosophical Society without
adopting the defensive apologetics that have been the
hallmark of prior studies. In my upcoming study, Troubled
Emissaries, I hope to provide fuller context to issues and
perspectives presented by Theosophists in the 1890s,
including little known aspects of this period that have
either been scantly mentioned, or not presented at all,
in other works. Before outlining a few of the issues that
arose during this period, we should review the overall
timeline of events in The Judge Case. I will do so in a
manner that you might typically read in current histories
of the society.

An Overview of The Judge Case
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could not be discussed by the committee. To appease
dissatisfied committee members of this outcome, Besant
and Judge were allowed to read their own explanations
about the accusations during the European Convention,
at a special evening meeting. It was hoped their explanations would put an end to the matter. After the convention, it was agreed that they should segregate their shared
duties as co-Outer Heads of the E.S.T. geographically,
given their new uneasy relationship. Under the new agreement, Judge was to administer the American Section and
Besant served the European and Indian Sections.
One member dissatisfied with the Judicial
Committee’s outcome was Walter Old, who was
becoming a well-known astrologer in Great Britain. He
gave a copy of Besant’s charges, and samples of Mahatma
messages collected as evidence, to an acquaintance who
was an editor at the London newspaper, The Westminster
Gazette. A series of critical articles about the society’s controversial imbroglio were published in the fall of
1894 that reignited the simmering desire of members still
wanting Judge to explain how he produced his
Mahatmic messages. Judge served in several leadership
positions and some considered him eligible to be the next
president, so a number of prominent members wanted
him to respond to their concerns. But for constitutional
and occult reasons, Judge refused to give any explanation.
With suspicions continuing against Judge, and anger
increasing between rising factions supporting either him
or Besant, Judge issued an E.S.T. Circular that he said
was directed by one of the Mahatmas to explain the real
reasons for Besant’s attack against him and the emerging threat against the society as a whole. The now famous November 3rd circular revealed that the society’s
venerable enemies, the Black Magicians, were influencing
certain Brahmans in India in order to derail the society’s
true work initiated by Blavatsky. Besant had been touring
India prior to this circular’s release and Judge claimed
that Brahmans tainted by the Black Magicians were
influencing her. Judge singled out one Brahman in particular who he felt was having the most deleterious effect on
her, Gyanendra Chakravarti. Besant had met Chakravarti
the previous year, as preparations were under way for
the 1893 Parliament of Religions. He described the Black
Magicians behind the accusations made against him in
their attempts to disrupt the society’s ongoing efforts. With
Besant now considered a risk to the society’s mission,
Judge unilaterally dismissed her as a co-outer head of
the E.S.T.
Judge’s counter accusations directed at Besant in
his circular only infuriated his one-time E.S.T co-leader.
9
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Besant soon published her accusations about Judge for
the members to make their own decision whether they
would continue having confidence in him as a leader. She
also included a resolution that if Judge did not respond to
the charges by the end of six months, he should be expelled from the society. Of the four sections in the society
at that time, only a majority of members in America supported Judge with a handful of members in Great Britain,
the European continent, and Australia. Judge might have
faced expulsion, yet a month before this notice was published, the American Section met for their annual convention in April 1895. The American members overwhelmingly,
though not unanimously, voted to separate from the society’s headquarters at Adyar, India. When Olcott received
this news, he saw the separation of American members
as their secession from the society and canceled the
American Section’s charter, including all the branches
and individual memberships supporting Judge. Judge’s
autonomous society wrote their own by-laws and elected him as their president. Judge was very ill throughout
this period and he would soon die, in late March the following year. He was succeeded in leadership by a women
named Katherine Tingley, whom Judge is thought to have
met in early 1893, yet who was little known, except to
a few of Judge’s closest colleagues. Olcott rechartered
the remaining members, numbering less than 300, who
wished to continue as the American Section with Adyar,
and by the early 1900’s they re-established the American
Section headquarters in Wheaton, Il, near Chicago.

Neglected Issues in The Judge Case
This brief synopsis is likely what most listeners may
hear about The Judge Case, give or take a few details.
While sifting through journals and archival materials
during my research, I found elements of this story, especially in accessible journals, which received little or no
discussion in previously published narratives dealing with
this period. Either the researcher did not recognize their
relevance to The Judge Case, or they chose to ignore
the material – possibly in order to avoid dealing with uncomfortable issues, or the information was decided to be
irrelevant based on their perceived bias of how this story
should be told. Taking Haanegraff’s historical theoretical
tools of the emic and the etic in hand, I sought to find as
many of the details about The Judge Case as I could and
write what I hope will be a more comprehensive story that
may even include a few thorny issues in the eyes of some
readers.
Therefore, I would like to briefly present three areas
that deserve more attention, to better understand how The
Judge Case unfolded. First we will discuss Besant’s definition of forgery, and compare this to known descriptions
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by Blavatsky explaining how the Mahatma letters were
supposed to be produced. Secondly, we will review the
influence Katherine Tingley may have exerted on Judge’s
decision-making process leading up to the society’s split.
Lastly, we will speak about Judge’s claim of “autonomy”
for the American Section vs. Olcott’s claim that Judge and
his supporters “seceded” from the society.
1. How Besant Defined ‘Forgery’
Annie Besant submitted six charges against Judge
in March 1894, shortly before the society’s Judicial
Committee convened in London in July 1894. Of the six charges, the most important accusation she made that resonated with her contemporaries, as well as future generations
of Theosophists, was that Judge forged Mahatmic messages. During the European Convention that began shortly
after the Judicial Committee met, Besant described her
main accusation of forgery to the delegates as follows:
…the vital charge is that Mr. Judge has issued
letters and messages in the script recognizable as that
adopted by a Master with whom H.P.B. was closely
connected, and that these letters and messages were neither
written nor precipitated by the Master in whose writing they
appear...
Further I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do
not charge and have not charged Mr. Judge with forgery
in the ordinary sense of the term, but with giving a misleading material form to messages received psychically
from the Master in various ways without acquainting the
recipients with this fact.
I regard Mr. Judge as an Occultist, possessed of
considerable knowledge and animated by a deep and
unswerving devotion to the Theosophical Society.
I believe that he has often received direct messages
from the Masters and from their chelas, guiding and
helping him in his work. I believe that he has sometimes
received messages for other people..., but not by direct
writing by the Master nor by His direct precipitation;
and that Mr. Judge has then believed himself to be justified in writing down in the script adopted by H.P.B. for
communications from the Master, the message psychically received, and in giving that person to wrongly
assume that it was a direct precipitation or writing by
the Master himself – that is, that it was done through Mr.
Judge, but done by the Master.12
Besant believed that Judge received information from
a Mahatma by psychic means, but Judge’s fault lay in not
telling the recipient that the message was then composed
in his own words incorporating what that Master intended him to say. Additionally, and unknown to the recipient,
10
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Judge, on occasion, wrote his message in a simulated
handwriting style of the Master. Her complaint was that
Judge left the impression that the message was either
directly written or precipitated by the Master.
Instead, Judge should have given the recipient the
Mahatma’s message in his own words without imitating the
Mahatma’s style of writing. At the end of her speech
before the European Convention, she summarized her
accusation:
I know now that they [the messages] were not
written or precipitated by the Master, and that they were
done by Mr. Judge, but I also believe that the gist of
these messages was psychically received, and that Mr.
Judge’s error lay in giving them to me in a script written
by himself and not saying that he had done so.13
Besant was not giving her listeners a typical definition of forgery. She also referred to articles published by
both Blavatsky and later Judge describing the techniques
used to produce paranormal communications from the
Mahatmas, but she did not elaborate on what they said.
While available to Besant, these articles have also been
preserved today, and we can review the statements they
contain about the production of Mahatmic letters. For
the sake of this paper, we will limit these explanations
to those given by Blavatsky. Blavatsky noted more than
once that the Mahatmas usually did not write their own
letters, nor is the handwriting seen on their letters always
produced in the ordinary way. Instead, they typically used
one or more of their chelas as an amanuensis to help
produce the letter and sometimes deliver it. Blavatsky
described the process of transmitting a message between
the Mahatma and another person as a form of “psychic
telegraphy”. The success of this process depended on
several factors: 1) the force and clearness with which the
sender’s thoughts are propelled, and 2) how free the receiving brain is to accept the incoming thoughts without
disturbance. She said that problems can and do sometimes occur at either end, i.e. either the Mahatma or the
chela lets their mind wander while sending or receiving a
message.14 Blavatsky also had the following to say about
the production of these letters:
Thus what criterion has any one to decide between
one “precipitated” letter, or another such letter? Who except their authors, or those whom they employ as their
amanuenses (the chelas and disciples), can tell? For it is
hardly one out of a hundred “occult” letters that is ever
written by the hand of the Master, in whose name and on
whose behalf they are sent, as the Masters have neither
need nor leisure to write them; and that when a Master
says, “I wrote that letter,” it means only that every word
in it was dictated by him and impressed under his direct
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supervision. Generally they make their chela, whether
near or far away, write (or precipitate) them, by impressing upon his mind the ideas they wish expressed, and if
necessary aiding him in the picture-printing process or
precipitation. It depends entirely upon the chela’s state
of development, how accurately the ideas may be transmitted and the writing-model imitated.15
Commenting further on the recipient’s ability to receive the letter, Blavatsky noted that during the process
of thought-transference used in sending some of the
Mahatmic letters, and using herself as a recipient, the
resulting letter “would naturally show traces of my
expressions, and even of my writing; but all the same, it
would be a perfectly genuine occult phenomenon, and a
real message from that Mahatma.”16 This, in part, was one
of Besant’s complaints about Judge’s Mahatmic letters.
What about Besant’s concern with the handwriting
style of the letter? Blavatsky indicates in the last excerpt
that the chela may be actually writing the letter, so the
handwriting may also differ. In a letter Blavatsky wrote to
another recipient of Mahatma letters, A.P. Sinnett, during
the 1880s, she commented on the different handwriting
styles that may occur in these letters:
“Difference in handwriting” – oh the great wonder!
Has Master K.H. written himself all His letters? How
many chelas have been precipitating and writing them
– heaven only knows. Now if there is such a marked
difference between letters written by the same identical person mechanically, (as the case with me for instance who never had a steady handwriting) how much
more in precipitation, which is the photographic reproduction from one’s head, and I bet anything that no
chela (if Masters can) is capable of precipitating his
own handwriting twice over in precisely the same way
– a difference and a marked one there shall always be,
as no painter can paint twice over the same likeness.17
Lastly, we should discuss what Blavatsky had to say
about the content of the Mahatma letters and the use
of the Mahatma’s name on their messages. Here she
enters an area dealing with occult rules that may be
hard to accept. In what is likely to complicate matters,
Blavatsky made the following comments about the
amanuensis transmitting the Mahatma’s message:
It is very rarely that Mahatma K.H. dictated verbatim, and when he did there remained the few sublime
passages found in Mr. Sinnett’s letter from Him. The
rest – he would say – write so and so and the Chela
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wrote often without knowing one word [of] English, as
I am now made to write Hebrew and Greek and Latin
etc. Therefore the only thing I can be reproached with
– a reproach I am ever ready to bear though I have not
deserved it, having been simply the obedient and blind
tool of our occult laws and regulations – is of having, 1)
used Master’s name when I thought my authority would
go for naught, and when I sincerely believed acting
agreeably to Master’s intentions*, and for good of the
cause; and 2) of having concealed that which the laws
and regulations of my pledges did not permit me so far
to reveal; 3) PERHAPS – (again for the same reason) of
having insisted that such and such a note was from Master written in his own handwriting, all the time thinking,
JESUITICALLY, I confess “Well, it is written by His
order and in His handwriting after all, why shall I go and
explain to those who do not cannot understand the truth,
and perhaps only make matters worse.18
By Blavatsky’s own account, there were a number
of possible means to produce a Mahatma’s message,
including being given the authority to say certain things
for the Mahatma, that appear to include techniques that
Besant criticized Judge for possibly using in his own
letters.

2. Judge’s Relationship with Katherine Tingley
While Judge’s association with Katherine Tingley has
been given passing mention in histories of the society,
the full extent of their relationship during his last few
years has remained obscure. Tingley’s elevation to become the next leader of Judge’s Theosophical Society in
America after his death may seem to the casual on-looker
to have come out of nowhere, since she was little known
to most members. But in reality, after meeting Tingley,
most likely in early-to-mid 1893, Judge began to develop
a strong occult relationship with her that was intentionally
kept private from the majority of members, except for a
few of Judge’s closest colleagues in the society’s New
York branch, the Aryan Theosophical Society. Keeping
Tingley out of the Theosophical spotlight was based on
paranormal orders received by Judge.
Tingley, in her own way, shared Judge’s dream of a
renewed Western Occultism that he expected would be
established through the work of the Theosophical Society
in the U.S. Prior to their meeting, Tingley was inspired
to establish what she called Schools of Prevention that
provided “… a new system of education for the prevention
of the conditions I met [such as poverty, crime, and other

* Found myself several times mistaken and now I am punished for it with daily and hourly crucifixion. Pick up stones, Theosophists, pick them up brothers and kind sisters, and
stone me to death with them for trying to make you happy with one word of the Masters!
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social cruelties].”19 After meeting Judge, this new system
of education would include higher philosophical goals that
were evident in her Revival for the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity program at the Point Loma Theosophical community in the early 1900s.

ments in this circular. While Judge was on a lecture tour
in January 1895, he wrote a letter to Tingley suggesting
that she “put down briefly things you get & not have them
all lost.”24 Judge was referring to her receiving messages
from the Mahatma.

To fulfill their shared interests, Tingley assisted
Judge in two other ways according to testimony from
Judge’s closest colleagues: 1) Tingley received Mahatma
Letters for Judge, and 2) Tingley may have played a part to
recommend, but most certainly influenced, the American
Section’s separation from the international headquarters
of the society at Adyar. Both of these areas are interrelated and they remain controversial topics for members to
discuss, since there is the implication that she may have
unduly influenced Judge, who was quite ill at the time.

Inspiration for the American Section to separate itself
from Adyar’s administration may have been strongly influenced by Tingley, as well. Another of Judge’s close
colleagues was E.A. Neresheimer, the treasurer of
Judge’s New York lodge. On March 5, 1895, less than
two months before the meeting of the American delegates
at the convention, Neresheimer received a Mahatmic
message he said came through Tingley discussing how
the section should resolve their struggle with Besant and
Olcott:

When the London Theosophist, Alice Leighton
Cleather, wrote in the 1920s about her experiences in
the society, she claimed that Katherine Tingley told her
that she had dictated to Judge the famous November 3,
1894 circular, titled “By Master’s Direction”.20 This circular
declared that Black Magicians were influencing Brahmin
members to disrupt the society’s true purpose initiated
by Blavatsky – the inauguration of a renewed Western
Occultism. Claude Falls Wright, one of Judge’s close
colleagues in New York, testified about Tingley’s
occult status in an 1896 E.S.T. circular supporting her as
Judge’s successor after Judge’s death. In his statement,
Wright referred to the November E.S.T. circular while
noting one instance when Tingley was into a trance.
Wright continued:

This course should be adopted at the Convention; it
cannot be avoided. If any time is wasted much will be
lost; a split should be declared in such a way that it will
leave the door open for the others when they wish to restore harmony. America must insist that it can no longer
submit to such friction, intolerance and untheosophical
work.25

… [and Tingley] told me much of the future – more
particularly of the founding of a great school of occultism in the West – the revival of the ancient mysteries –
which was afterwards embodied by W.Q. Judge in the
E.S.T. Circular of November 3rd, 1894.21
If Wright does not state that she dictated the November E.S.T. circular, as Cleather’s testimony states many
years later, he does indicate that she provided ample
inspiration for its contents.
Additionally, the German Theosophist, Franz
Hartman, who lived in America for a period of time, believed that Tingley received Mahatmic messages for
Judge.22 Judge states this himself in letters and diary
entries noted by another of Judge’s close colleagues,
Ernest T. Hargrove, in the latter years of his life. Hargrove
noted in the same E.S.T. circular containing Wright’s
statements that Judge wrote down Mahatmic messages
received through Tingley “in the same way as he has entered his own, as from Master”.23 Other prominent members of Judge’s E.S.T. council verified Hargrove’s state12

Whether this message was restating a course
of action that was already being considered, or issuing a new command to Neresheimer, is uncertain
based on this available excerpt. About a month prior to
Neresheimer receiving this letter, Tingley wrote another
Mahatmic message for George Wright in Chicago along
the same theme expressed in Neresheimer’s letter. The
Mahatma addressed Wright’s doubts about the Mahatmas and the on-going turmoil in the society:
That we do you should know from intuition alone, as
phenomena cannot prove it. But a crisis has now come,
foreseen by us, the importance of which you do not
know. … The T.S. is in such a condition that there is not
hope, save in America. It has at last become a danger,
menacing the real theosophical movement, instead of a
help to the cause. The duty of the American group is to
cut off from the diseased parts so that itself can live.26
Tingley verified receiving this last message in an
E.S.T. circular she wrote in September 1896.27 Several
other prominent Theosophists, besides Neresheimer,
such as Joseph H. Fussell, and D.N. Dunlap, also testified that Tingley played a role in the decision to separate
the American Section from Adyar.28

3. Autonomy or Secession of the American
Section?
When the American Section separated itself from the
Adyar administration at the American Convention in April
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1895, Olcott soon labeled the act as secession from the
society. But other members disagreed with the president.
This was made apparent in a statement published in the
August 1895 edition of The Theosophist:
The action of the American Section… has been
construed by both the President-Founder, the Gen. Sec.
of the European Section [G.R.S. Mead], Mrs. Besant
and others, as meaning Secession from the T.S. Other
members of the Society do not take the same view….”29
Instead, members supporting Judge saw the separation as their rightful act of declaring autonomy from
the Adyar administration. The American members who
followed Judge rewrote their constitution to become the new
Theosophical Society in America.30 Judge claimed the
separation was actually declaring the section’s autonomy for two reasons: 1) his distinction between the
“Theosophical Society” and the “Theosophical Movement”, and 2) the “parent” Theosophical Society remained
in New York City rather than following the president and
Blavatsky when they moved to India in the 1880’s.
Judge believed that the Theosophical Movement was
a spiritual impetus that underlies a number of possible
efforts, such as the current Theosophical Society. Judge
qualified the movement as being “moral, ethical, spiritual,
universal, invisible save in effect, and continuous”, and
the society he equated to a “machine for conserving
energy and putting [the movement] to use”.31 Therefore, Judge believed the machine could be rebuilt to suit
the needs of its members. Another group that Judge
believed to be a part of the Theosophical Movement was
Freemasonry, and he hoped that Theosophical sections
would adopt the Freemasonic organizational model after
he separated from Adyar. Freemasons maintained independent Lodges in each country, but each worked towards the same purpose independently. This desire did
not come to pass.
A more tangible and legal argument was also made
for the American Section’s separation. Judge believed
that the further development of the society’s by-laws and
the formation of additional sections of the society after
Olcott and Blavatsky arrived in India in 1879, existed as
a de facto condition and were not lawful according to the
society’s original constitution that resided in New York
City. Judge asked several prominent members to write
a historical overview that was read to the American Convention delegates to demonstrate what was considered
to be the actual development of the various sections in
the movement. What members heard was a variation on
the society’s history than what they would have read in
Olcott’s serially published history of the society in The
13
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Theosophist since 1892 known as Old Diary Leaves.
The American Section’s historical narrative opened
with Blavatsky and Olcott departing to India in the
latter part of 1878. The pair had been appointed as a
“Committee of the T.S.” before leaving. Olcott and
Blavatsky remained as a committee in India until October
1879, when a new body was formed on the subcontinent
calling itself the General Council of The Theosophical
Society. This new council adopted Revised Rules of The
Theosophical Society. This narrative’s central argument
revolved around their contention that the constitution and
by-laws were created and continued to reside in New
York City. Any changes recommended for the bylaws or
appointments of councils had to be made at the headquarters where the constitution and bylaws resided, which
was in New York. According to this rendition, there was no
authority given to Olcott and Blavatsky as a designated
committee to create a General Council, let alone adopt
revised rules, even if these elements remained in existence up to the present day.
As a consequence of the American Section’s rendition
of these early events, the establishment of the society’s
headquarters in India was really the formation of a separate society using the same name. This reasoning
was justifiable since the historical narrative took pains to
highlight how the formation of autonomous branches was
already a natural feature within the movement, such as
the London Lodge and the Simla Eclectic Theosophical
Society. The American Section’s historical narrative
wanted to show that all the changes and permutations of
the various Theosophical groups around the world boiled
down to de facto spontaneous growth.
Because there was no election, appointment, or
amendments made to the original bylaws, Judge and
other prominent American leaders considered New York
City to be the society’s true headquarters that could grant
further growth to the original organization, worldwide.
The narrative also noted there were no bylaws from other
Theosophical groups that were submitted to the society’s
New York office by a General Council. Therefore, The
Theosophical Society founded in New York never had any
existence outside the section of branches in America to
whom it had been granting charters. As a consequence of
these arguments, the New York headquarters never had
an official connection with Adyar and Americans had the
authority to declare its own autonomy as an organization.
President Olcott would rebut this argument by
transcribing two documents in The Theosophist and Lucifer from the first Minute Book of the society’s Council kept
in India. Olcott sought to demonstrate that the headquar-
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ters for the “mother Society” did constitutionally reside at
Adyar. The headquarters had been transferred from New
York City to India, because an amendment authorizing
this was written on July 16, 1877. Judge, acting as Recording Secretary pro tem., signed the document along
with the president’s own signature. Olcott highlighted the
salient portion of this document to make his point:
On motion it was resolved that the Headquarters
of the Society may be transferred by the President
to any foreign country where he may be temporarily
established, and he may appoint any Fellows in good standing to fill pro tempore either of the executive offices,
as he may find it necessary for the transaction of business.32
This document not only allowed Olcott to transfer the
society’s headquarters to another country, he was also
given the authority to form branch societies throughout
the world, acting in an official capacity wherever he resided. The 1877 amendment then stated that any bylaws “in
conflict with the provisions of the present resolutions are,
by unanimous vote of all present at this [1877] meeting,
suspended.”33 The suspension or repeal of bylaws that
were inconsistent with resolutions made earlier was also
noted in a second document issued as an amendment the
following year, which Olcott also transcribed to rebut the
American Section’s claims. Judge had also recorded this
second document during a meeting in August 1878, but
on this occasion A. Gustam, then acting as the secretary,
who along with the president, signed the document. The
result of this subsequent meeting allowed the president
to continue admitting new members into the society even
if the headquarters had been relocated to a foreign country. He was also allowed to continue making any “rules
and regulations and do such things as he may consider
necessary for the welfare of the Society….”34
In summing up his rebuttals to the American Section,
Olcott’s capacity to transfer the headquarters to another
county, form new branches and allow new members into
the society, fill any executive positions in each section as
required, repeal bylaws made previous to the 1878 proceedings, and make new rules and regulations in the best
interests of the society, were carried out, he noted, without
needing recourse to either council or society at that time.
Olcott stated demonstratively, “No obligation was laid
upon the President to report his actions or their results
to the Council or Society of New York”, based on each of
these two amendments.35 This was meant to strike at the
heart of the American Section’s argument justifying their
claim that the society was a de facto organization.
The American Section’s historical retrospective never
14
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referred to or mentioned these two amendments. Judge
responded to Olcott’s reference to the society’s early
proceedings and these early documents, at least to his
own members in America, through the pages of The
Theosophical Forum. He released a short and terse list of
disclaimers denouncing the legality of the amendments.
Judge’s tone reflected his legal opinion that Olcott still
remained in India as a member of a committee for the
society. If these early documents allowed Olcott to do
whatever “he likes while away”, they did not allow him to
transfer the society’s headquarters out of New York City
for the following reasons:
First, the papers are illegal, mere scribblings by
himself and Mr. Judge in those old days.
Second, there never was a quorum present [at the
meetings to draft the amendments].
Third, they are not in any book, as he says, for the
original minute-book of the T.S. is in New York City,
which it never left. Col. Olcott wrote Mr. Judge not so
long ago asking him to send that minute-book…36
Lastly, Judge opined that the circumstances surrounding the composition of these early amendments were
not in accord with the society’s jurisprudence, and hence
invalidated Olcott’s defensive claims. While both of these
documents state, “Present, the President and a quorum”,
Judge claimed that the president had never called for a
quorum in order to carry a legitimate motion and then vote
for each amendment being proposed. Given the young
nature of the society at the time these documents were
written, Judge also admitted that no one cared to call for
quorums, since the movement was so small, and it was
considered to have been in the hands of Blavatsky and
her teachers’ inspired guidance. This attitude either justified, or merely led to, what Judge currently perceived
as past officials’ laissez faire approach to the society’s
constitutional proceedings, which allowed for the current
changes to be made by the American Section. The editor
of The English Theosophist, W. A. Bulmer, criticized the
Forum, and Judge indirectly, about his statement concerning the minute book from which the two documents
were taken. He reminded the Forum that Olcott said the
documents he reprinted came from the T.S. Council’s proceedings kept separately in their own minute book, and
not from the minute book residing in New York.37
Judge did not discuss his continued performance of
official duties in accordance to the current Constitution
and by-laws prior to this crisis, which set a precedent
showing his section’s adherence and compliance with the
General Council’s decisions as reflected in these two early
documents. A number of questions can be asked about
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the rationale of the American Section’s claims due to
this conflict between society leaders. For example, why
did not Judge make his claim earlier for the invalidity of
Olcott’s 1877 and 1878 amendments, so that the by-laws
could be amended to allow the president to fulfill his duties in India when relations between them were less contentious? In other words, would Judge have ever considered the need to suggest the invalidity of these early
decisions had this crisis not occurred within the society?

Closing Remarks
This discussion is not meant to be a final resolution or suggest the last word on each of these three issues presented. Additionally, there are other areas that
also disserve our attention in this contentious episode
of the society’s history that include: G. N. Chakravarti’s relationship with Besant, including Judge’s own relationship with Chakravarti; Judge’s concept that The
Theosophical Society was to express a renewed Western
1. To explore the Theosophical Mahatmas, testimonials about their existence, and their correspondence with Theosophists, I suggest beginning with
Geoffrey A. Barborka, The Mahatmas and Their Letters, Madras, India: The
Theosophical Publishing House, 1973.
2. Kuhn, Alvin Boyd. Theosophy. A Modern Revival of Ancient Wisdom.
Studies in Religion and Culture, American Religion Series II, New York City:
Henry Holt and Company, 1939, 316. 1930
3. Theosophy in Australia, Dec. 1985: 77, quoted in Price Leslie, “Introduction,” Madame Blavatsky Unveiled?, London: Theosophical History Centre, 1986, [2].
4.

This collection is now on loan to Alexandria West in Turlock, CA.

5. Ernest E. Pelletier, The Judge Case: A Conspiracy Which Ruined the
Theosophical Cause, Edmonton Theosophical Society: Edmonton, Canada,
2004.
6. Ernest E. Pelletier, The Judge Case: A Conspiracy Which Ruined the
Theosophical Cause, Edmonton Theosophical Society: Edmonton, Canada,
2004, xiv.
7. Forray, Brett, “Book Reviews,” Theosophical History 11, no. 2 (April
2005): 15.
8. Tillett, Gregory, “There is No Religion Higher Than… Approaching
Theosophical History,” Theosophical History 3, no. 2 (April 1989).
9. Tillett, Gregory, “There is No Religion Higher Than… Approaching
Theosophical History,” Theosophical History 3, no. 2 (April 1989): 42 - 44.
10. Wouter J. Hanegraaff, New Age Religion and Western Culture. Esotericism in the Mirror of Secular Thought, State University of New York Press:
Albany, New York, 1998, 6 - 7.
11. Hanegraaff also provides references to other resources to further explore
the notions of emic and etic in his work sited above.
12. The Neutrality of the Theosophical Society. An Enquiry into Certain
Charges Against the Vice-President, Held in London, July, 1894. With an
Appendix. London: The General Council of the Theosophical Society, July,
1894, 12 – 13. Hereafter as Neutrality. See also, “The Neutrality of the Theosophical Society. Mirror of the Movement.,” The Path 9, no. 5 (August 1894):
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Occultism; Besant’s own views on the evolving state of the
society based on her experiences in India and later with
Sinnett’s London Lodge; the role of Mahatmic messages in
the society leaders’ decision-making process concerning
society policy; or, how members interpreted the by-laws
of the society in order to defend their respective decisions
on the society’s management.
The Judge Case is a rich area for historians to plumb,
and my work certainly does not presume to be the last
word on this subject. The more I researched this period,
more I decided that one of my primary reasons for writing about this period was to disengage this study from
the existing apologies, justifications, or rationales made
by Theosophical historians and leaders for the actions
of their predecessors. Instead I hope to encourage more
critical discussions about the many issues and concerns
raised by the events during this period that has had such
a profound effect on this movement.
165, “The Neutrality of the T.S.,” Lucifer 14, no. 84 (August 15, 1894): 459
- 460, “Supplement to the Theosophist. Executive Notice.,” The Theosophist
15, no. 12 (September 1894): xlix.
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Two Photos of HPB Given to Stainton Moses
with Unusual Signatures
by Leslie Price
These two photos were found in summer 2014 at the
College of Psychic Studies in an archival box of material
linked to Stainton Moses, who, though living in London,
was an early member of the T.S. in New York.
Although there are of course a number of photos of
HPB around, and some are signed, I do not know of any
with these signatures. Mulligan is a humorous name
used originally by Olcott.
The other name is a pseudonym for a short story she
wrote in 1876 , “ The Luminous Circle” . This appeared in
the New York ”Sun”.
The word Beardsley appears on the back of one photo. Joscelyn Godwin points out to me:
About Beardsley the photographer:
HPB writes to Hiram Corson from NYC after her
visit to Ithaca:
“When will Beardsley send me the rest of my portraits? Please order from him two dozen more of those
with the cigarette in the hand, only bigger if he can do
them.” (Some unpublished letters..., ed. E.R. Corson, p.
171; also in the recent Letters, p, 198).
I should imagine there are a number of these
Beardsley prints around.
On Mulligan, Olcott says in ODL:
In our play-times, i.e., after finishing our night work,
or when visitors came or, rarely, when she wanted to
have a little rest, she would tell me tales of magic, mystery, and adventure, and in return, get me to whistle,
or sing comic songs, or tell droll stories. One of the
latter became, by two years’ increment added on to
the original, a sort of mock Odyssey of the Moloney
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family, whose innumerable descents into matter, returns
to the state of cosmic force, intermarriages, changes of
creed, skin, and capabilities, made up an extravaganza
of which H. P. B. seemed never to have enough. She
would set me going in presence of third parties, much
to my disgust sometimes, and enjoy their surprise at
this rough and ready improvisation. It was all recited in
an Irish brogue, and was a mere fanfarronade of every
kind of nonsense; dealing extravagantly with the problems of macrocosmic and microcosmic evolution: the
gist of the whole thing being that the Moloneys were
related by marriage to the Molecules, and that the two
together generated the supreme potency of Irish force,
which controlled the vicissitudes of all worlds, suns,
and galaxies. It was, as compared with the trifling story from which it developed, like the giant Banyan tree
as compared with its tiny seed-germ. She got at last to
call me Moloney, both in speaking and writing, and
I retaliated by calling her Mulligan. Both nicknames
were caught up by our friends, and my old boxes
of archives contain many letters to her and myself,
under those Hibernian pseudonyms.
The use of these names on photos apparently sent to
Moses indicates the closeness of the transatlantic friendship.
ABOUT: Leslie Price is the founder

of Theosophical History and Psypioneer journal, and a past editor of The
Christian Parapsychologist. Currently
an associate editor of TH and subeditor of Psypioneer journal. He was the
Secretary of the first Society for Psychical Research conference in 1977,
and served on the SPR’s Library Committee and as a member of Council and is currently an Honorary Member.
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Sinnett’s Diploma
on Joining the Theosophical Society

Janet Lee (the secretary of the Theosophical Society in England) informed us that Piero Soteriou (the treasurer) uncovered in the basement of the TS an old picture frame which turned out to be Sinnett’s
diploma on joining the Theosophical Society. Leslie Price raised
some question regarding the diploma which need further investigation: what is the Western Division and when was it created?; what
is the meaning of the 3rd reference on the left; were the certificates
pre-printed so that the founders could carry them around India?
The diploma is reproduced here with the permission of the TS in
England.
Alfred P. Sinnett
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The Two Helenas:

An Unknown Duo Portrait
by Elena Alivansteva

Unknown painter “Two Helenas”, Oil on Canvas, painted circa 1844 - 1845
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The duo portrait of Helena Andreyevna Hahn and her eldest daughter Helena Petrovna Blavatsky is an invaluable treasure at the
Museum Center of H.P. Blavatsky and Her Family that is currently being established in Dnepropetrovsk.
The portrait was presumably painted in 1844-45, and since then it has stayed with the Hahn family in their family estate near
Shandrovka village in Pridneprovie [Pridnestrovie] region. In the 1910s the portrait was transferred by their owners to Crimea,
and in the late 1950s to Kirghizia. In 1991, the portrait returned to H.P. Blavatsky`s native land.
The H.P. Blavatsky Fund was founded in Dnepropetrovsk
in order to support the Museum Center of H.P. Blavatsky
and her Family. The Museum Center is part of the Dnepropetrovsk National History Museum in the Ukraine. In
1991, about a year after the Fund’s start, the Council of
the H.P. Blavatsky Fund organized an event in Dnepropetrovsk to celebrate the 160th birthday of Helena Petrovna
Blavatsky. It was the first time in Ukraine that an event
was organized in her memory. The conference, entitled
“H.P. Blavatsky and the Present,” included a number of
delegates from Ukraine and Russia and drew researchers from all over the world including delegations from the
international Theosophical Society Adyar and the International Association “Center for Peace Through Culture”.
During the conference a commemorative plaque
was installed on the wall of the house where H.P.
Blavatsky was born on the Fadeyev’s estate. Thematic exhibitions were opened in the halls of the History
Museum and the Art Museum, and readings were
organized at high schools and universities. All these
events celebrating H.B. Blavatsky’s birthday in Dnepropetrovsk, were widely covered by the press, and received the
support of local authorities who publicly expressed their intention to support the establishment in the homeland of their
fellow-countrywoman with «great spirit and fiery heart»*
a museum and a scientific center named after Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky.
Soon after the celebrations the Council received many
supporting letters. One letter was of special interest to
us, because the name of the sender was Nikita Konstantinovich Hahn. The correspondent informed us that
he, like H.P. Blavatsky, is a descendant of Baron August
Hahn who arrived in Russia in the middle of the 18th century. Nikita K. Hahn also included in the letter his family
tree showing that both he and H. P. Blavatsky are distant
relatives. Additionally, Nikita K. Hahn wrote:
Being engaged in the restoration of the family tree
for the Russian branch of Hahns, and having accomplished only its initial part (by the way, I have been
systematically working on it since 1986), I succeeded,

nevertheless, in restoring much of it, in particular, to
find living descendants of a younger branch of August
Hahn... to which H.P. Blavatsky belongs. The descendants of this branch... currently live in Bishkek…1
After that, I went to meet Nikita K. Hahn in Tashkent.
There he informed me about the dramatic history and
destiny of H.P. Blavatsky’s ancestors and descendants.
The documents collected by Nikita K. Hahn testify that
Gustav Hahn von Rottenshtern-Hahn (HPB’s greatgrandfather) and Wilhelm Hahn von Rottenshtern-Hahn
were members of an ancient German aristocratic family that (according to the family’s legend) were
descended from to a female line of the Carolingian dynasty and German knights-crusaders. In 1857, following the invitation of the Tsar’s government, Gustav
Hahn von Rottenshtern-Hahn and Wilhelm Hahn von
Rottenshtern-Hahn left Mecklenburg, Germany for
Petersburg, Russia. The reason why they left Germany is
because they were the youngest sons in the family, and
as such they could not claim their family’s fortune. Therefore, they decided to look for a better life in foreign lands.
Gustav Hahn von
Rottenshtern-Hahn
(HPB’s
great-grandfather) was born in
Anhalt-Zerbst, Germany.
After his arrival in Russia
he began to be called
August Ivanovich (1729
or 1730-1799).2 During
the early years of his
life he seemed to have
been acquainted with
the princess of AnhaltZerbst (also a child
at the time) who later
Coat of arms of the Russian branch of the
Hahn family.
became the Empress
Catherine II (17291796). The Empress Catherine II helped August Ivanovich to obtain several high-ranking positions such

* Helena Roerich Письма Елены Рерих, т.1, от 08.09.1934, Минск, Прамеб, 1992. – с.270
[Letters of Helena Roerich v. 1, 08.09.1934]
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as the St. Petersburg Postal Director, the rank of Full
Councilor of State, a Russian noble rank and a coat of
arms. The design of the coat of arms was based on the
Knight coat of arms of the Hahn family which is a red
walking cock on a silver shield.3 He was also granted
lands in Pridneprovie region. Many of his children and
grandchildren became persons in high-ranking positions within the Russian Empire and served loyally their
new fatherland. One of his sons, Alexis Gustavovich von
Hahn (circa 1780-1815), was a Lieutenant General and
H.P. Blavatsky’s grand-father. When Blavatsky was born
Alexis G. von Hahn had already passed away, and she
may have heard stories about him from her father. For
instance, H.P. Blavatsky, in one of her letters to A. P.
Sinnett, recollected that her father Petr Alekseyevich von
Hahn (1798-1875) was one of eight sons of the general
Alexis Gustavovich von Hahn, “My father was a captain of
an artillery regiment when he married my mother”.4
Currently, there is more information available about
H.P. Blavatsky`s mother and her family line than there
is information about the Hahn family line of her father.
Perhaps it is relevant to recollect here that Blavatsky’s
mother, Helena Andreyevna Hahn (1814-1842), whose
maiden name was Fadeyev, descended from a noble
family. The Fadeyev’s maternal family line goes back to
the Dolgorucky family, as well as to the ancient French
aristocratic family of Bandre du Plessis, and by her father’s side the line reaches back to the Russian hereditary noble family of Fadeyevs, as well as to the German
family of von Probsens from Lifland.
Helena Andreyevna Hahn was a well-known writer
and her pen name was Zeneida R-va. Most of her life
was connected to the towns of Pridneprovie and Yekaterinoslav. Helena A. Hahn spent her childhood and
youth at their family estate on Petersburgskaya Street.
There at the age of sixteen she was married to Petr Alekseyevich von Hahn, and a year later she gave birth to her
first daughter, Helena Petrovna Hahn. The mother, Helena A. Hahn, died young, but before her passing she had
written eleven romantic novels. At the time of her death,
she left three children to her family: Helena Petrovna, who
was eleven, her second daughter, Vera, who was seven,
and the two-year-old son Leonid. I.S. Turgenev wrote the
following words about Helena Hahn: “This woman had
both a warm Russian heart and much life experience of
a woman with passionate beliefs, and Nature did not deprive her of those “simple and sweet” sounds which were
happily reflected in her inner life”.5
In 1842, H.P. Blavatsky’s father, Petr Alekseyevich
von Hahn (1799-1875), had become a widower, which
left him with the challenging task of fulfilling his wife’s final
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wish of caring for the children. Realizing that his nomadic
military life at military garrisons, camps, and his participation in military campaigns was unsuitable for the children,
he sent them to the home of his wife’s parents, Andrey
Mihaylovich Fadeyev (1789-1867) and Helena Pavlovna Fadeyev (1788-1860). However, after he finished his
military service and retired from the army, he returned to
take care of his children.6 He traveled with his daughter,
Helena Petrovna, and looked after her during her own
travels for the rest of his life. He also lived for some time
with his daughter Vera7 and her seven children. Towards
the final years of his life, Petr was living with his son,
Leonid and his family where he passed away.8
We know very little about Petr Alekseyevich Hahn’s
brothers. H.P. Blavatsky recollected Ivan Alekseyevich9
and Gustav Alekseyevich.10 She visited her uncle,
Aleksey Petrovich, who, according to the Hahn’s family
legends was a member of the Southern Society of the
Decembrists and was sent away to permanent exile to
the Hahn’s family estate at the Orely River, near the
Shandrovka village in the province of Yekaterinoslav.11
Petr Alekseyevich Hahn, his wife and children had frequently visited his brother Alexey at their family estate
at the Orely River. It seems that after Petr lost his wife,
the Shandrovka estate at the Orely River became his
main family residence. Petr also kept his archives and
family relics there. Most likely, he visited the Shandrovka
estate with his daughter Helena around 1844 or 1845.
It is believed that at that time, Petr could have left with
his brother a duo portrait depicting his late wife, Helena
Andreyevna with his daughter Helena Petrovna. The
author of this article has given this portrait the symbolic
name of “Two Helenas”.12
In 1991, the author of this article
traveled from Tashkent to the capital
of Kirghizia to meet
another Petr Hahn.
This was Professor
Petr Alekseyevich
Hahn (1918-1993)
and his family which
included his wife
(a scientist in the
field of floriculture)
and their children,
Aleksey Petrovich
Petr Alekseyevich Hahn (1918-1993)
and Natalia Alekseyevna, who are
scientists in forestry. Professor Petr Alekseyevich
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Hahn lived in a small house with a front lawn covered
by flowers at the Academgorodok (Academy Town).
Petr Alekseyevich Hahn achieved a Ph.D. in biological
sciences and was a Chief Scientific Worker in the Department of Forestry at the Institute of Biology with the
Academy of Sciences in Kirghizia. Professor Petr was
a bright and kind handsome man. His life’s destiny was
as dramatic as the life destiny of all members of the
Hahn family that had been dramatically changed by the
Russian Revolution.
The Professor’s great-grandfather, Alexey Alekseyevich Hahn, was the brother of H.P. Blavatsky’s father.
Alexey A. Hahn had five children – two sons, and three
daughters. One of his sons, who was Blavatsky’s cousin,
was Petr Alekseyevich Hahn (1864 or 1865-1915). Petr
Alekseyevich Hahn inherited the family estate near Shandrovka village in Yekaterinoslav province. Professor Petr
Alekseyevich Hahn informed me the following about his
grandfather: “Petr Alekseyevich Hahn was a hussar who
retired early and quickly restored his estate in Shandrovka village. He had a stud farm and a timber mill. In Alupka
town, he built a large and beautiful summer residence”.13
Based on my research, H.P. Blavatsky’s cousin Petr
Alekseyevich Hahn was an influential figure in Yekaterinoslav province. In the beginning of the 20th century he
became a marshal of the nobility at the Novomoskovsk
district of the Yekaterinoslav province,14 a provincial councilor,15 and the honorable Justice of the Peace.16 Alexey
was a skilled manager17 whose efforts in breeding a rare
Spanish Rambouillet and Negretti sheep strain were rewarded with a Small Silver Medal in the field of livestock
farming at the Yekaterinoslav Southern Russian Regional Agricultural, Industrial, and Handicraft Exhibition in
1910.18 Moreover, his son, Petr A. Hahn was a member
of the council of the Yekaterinoslav Museum named after
A.N. Pol, a local collector and amateur archeologist. Petr
Alekseyevich Hahn had two sons. In this family the elder son was always named Petr or Aleksey. So, Petr’s
oldest son was named, Aleksey, and the younger son,
Konstantin. Konstantin graduated from Oxford University and stayed in Europe. Konstantin’s son, George
Konstantinovich Hahn (date of birth and death unknown), lived in the USA. The eldest son of Petr A. Hahn
(Blavatsky’s cousin) was Alexey Petrovich Hahn (date of
birth and death unknown). Alexey Petrovich Hahn lived
with his father and in 1915 he married Sofia Emilevna
Dandre (1889-1986). Sofia Emilevna Dandre was the
great-granddaughter of Cyril Razumovsky and member
of a Russified French noble family who had an estate in
the Poltava region.
Professor Petr A. Hahn, said that Sofia’s mother,
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Dmitrievna Dandre (date of birth and death unknown), was “a Theosophist, vegetarian, a fan of H.P.
Blavatsky, and one of the chairs of the Theosophical
Society in Ukraine. Moreover, the grandmother was a
relative of the well-known Theosophist Anna Kamensky.”19
Towards the end of 1915, Alexey P. Hahn inherited the
Shandrovka estate and the summer residence in Alupka.
In 1918, in Alupka, Aleksey and his wife Sofia had a son,
our future forestry professor, Petr Alekseyevich Hahn.
After the revolution Aleksey P. Hahn, who was a member
of the White Movement, left for Paris. For many years he
was working in Versailles as a gardener. His wife and son
stayed in the Crimea. Professor P.A. Hahn writes in his
autobiography:
[In 1925 my estate in Alupka] “…was confiscated, and
our family moved to the summer residence of his grandmother’s sister Yekaterina Kleigels…. In 1927, an earthquake
destroyed the residence, and I was sent to my grandmother
Dandre in Poltava…. In 1930, my mom compiled a petition
for preservation of a church in Alupka. Many Church members signed the petition. Having been accused of anti-Soviet propaganda in Simferopol, my mother was sentenced to
exile at Kob village in the Irkutsk area. The same year, I was
sent to my grandmother’s cousin А.В. Bekker. I lived with
him for two years. In 1932, I finished seven classes of school
and went to work at the state farm “Mikhaylovsky” in Paninsky region. In December 1934, my mother was released
and moved to Novosibirsk city. I joined her there. In September 1935, I entered the Faculty of Forestry of the Siberian
Timber Institute (Krasnoyarsk). In 1941, I graduated from the
Institute with an honours degree and accepted a position of
Technical Manager at Beshkaragaysky Logging Enterprise
(lespromkhoz). In 1944, I was called up to military service
in the acting army. I served in the Guards Cavalry Regiment
as a senior clerk at the regiment headquarters. In 1945, I was
demobilized. The Forestry Ministry of the USSR
assigned me to a job in Kirghizia. From 1945-1947, I worked
as a forestry chief specialist at the Uzgensky Timber Enterprise. In 1947, I was transferred to become a director of the
Forestry Experimental Station in the city of Frunze. From
1952 to 1954, I studied at the Highest Forestry Courses in
Moscow and defended my thesis to receive a Candidate of
Science degree. Up to 1966, I was a director of the Forestry
Experimental Station. In 1966, the Station was placed under
the authority of the Academy of Sciences of Kirghizia and
reorganized to become a Department of Forest at the Institute
of Biology. That same year, I received a Doctor of Science
degree in forestry. In 1967, I received a professor degree. In
1980, I was decorated with the Order of Friendship of Peoples. In 1990, I was awarded with a title of the Honored Science Worker of Kirghizstan”.20

Additionally, the Professor informed me that when the
Hahn family left for Crimea they took along with them
their furniture, family portraits, archives and other family
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Petr Alekseyevich Hahn (1918-1993)

relics. The old duo portrait of the “Two Helenas” was
among their collection, and it was of special value to
them. This portrait remained at the Hahn`s Shandrovka
estate for many years, and all the family was very proud
to have this portrait in their collection. Later, the portrait
was taken to their estate in Alupka.
The Hahn family constantly discussed the two women in the portrait. The Professor heard about the “Two
Helenas” portrait from both his mother and grandmother. His mother and grandmother in their turn heard about
the portrait from the Professor’s grandfather and other
members of the family. The relatives were proud to say
that the two women in the portrait were well-known
writers, Helena Andreyevna Hahn, and her eldest
daughter, Helena Petrovna Hahn (later Blavatsky according to her husband’s name) who was also a founder of
the International Theosophical Society. Professor Petr
Alekseyevich Hahn had no more information to provide
about the portrait. He knew neither the name of the
painter, nor the date the portrait was painted. Also, he
had no idea how the portrait appeared in Shandrovka. He
only knew that the Hahns preserved it from generation to
generation as a special family treasure.
Before Sofia Emilevna Hahn (the Professor’s mother)
was arrested in 1930, she asked some friends to help her
keep the family papers and relics. Frightened by Stalin’s
repressions and afraid of being chased for keeping relics
of aristocrats, she hid many papers and pictures in an
attic and in a cellar. The duo portrait of the “Two Helenas”
was returned to the owners, but with paint crumbling
off the surface, pimples, and bubbles apparent in the
pictorial layer, as well as holes visible in the canvas. The
portrait suffered serious damages due to dampness,
cold, and heat. The rest of a portrait was not in much
24
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better condition. The Professor took the family valuables
with him from Crimea, and kept them at his residence.
During our meeting, he decided to entrust me with the
portrait of the “Two Helenas”, as well as a portrait of his
great-grandfather, Aleksey Alekseyevich Hahn, to be given to the Dnepropetrovsk National History Museum for
the newly established Museum Center of H.P. Blavatsky and Her Family. Thus, according to the Will of H.P.
Blavatsky`s descendants, and after a long and dramatic journey, these two portraits have finally been returned
to the Pridneprovie region. They were placed in the
museum where the Professor’s grandfather, back in
1905, had donated some relics of August Hahn – a stone
Polovtsian woman sculpture and artifacts from archeological excavations in Shandrovka. The portraits provided
by the Professor were added to the museum collection,
which had been closed to the public for many years.
Both the duo portrait of the “Two Helenas” and Aleksey
A. Hahn’s portrait require restoration and further research
about their history. The duo portrait keeps one of the
many secrets of H.P. Blavatsky who said about herself:
“I am a psychological puzzle, a rebus and enigma for future generations – a sphinx!”21 The girl in the portrait looks
no more than fourteen years old. However, Helena was
painted beside her mother who died before her daughter
reached her eleventh year. Yet, by whom and when was
this portrait painted? Research conducted in recent years
provides a basis for only a presumable hypothesis.
The “Two Helenas” was painted by an unknown, yet
skillful painter. According to one of the explanations presented by the portrait investigators, this duo portrait could
have been painted around 1844-45. This was during
the time of Petr A. von Hahn’s travels with his daughter
Helena around Russia and Europe. Regarding this period, Helena Blavatsky wrote: “For the first time I was in
London together with my father in 1844, not in 1851...
My father brought me to London to learn to play music.
Later, I took music lessons from old Mochelet. We lived
somewhere near to Pimlicko – but I am not sure of it... My
father and me, we spent a week at Bath and were deafened by ringing bells during all days of our stay there...
For two or three months, we have been traveling around
France, Germany and Russia.”22 Sylvia Cranston, in her
biography of H.P. Blavatsky, also refers to this trip, but
she dates it to the end of 1845.23 We have some reasons
to infer that the portrait was commissioned by HPB’s father, Petr A. von Hahn, during the time he was traveling
with her. The portrait does not depict Helena`s younger
brother and sister. Most likely, the portrait was painted by
an artist with HPB posing for the painting, who may have
also used an image of HPB’s mother, such as a medallion
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or a miniature that Helena or her father, who just recently
had become a widower, might have owned. Or, perhaps
the painter could have known HPB’s mother and painted
her from memory.
The portrait depicts a woman painted on a dark background, and the girl on a light background. The two women figures are mournfully leaning towards each other.
We can see the grief on their faces. These features suggest to a certain degree that the portrait may have been
painted after HPB’s mother passed away. Therefore, it
would be possible to suggest that HPB’s father, expecting
to become separated, again, from his favorite daughter,
decided to commission the duo portrait. It is also possible that Petr left the portrait in his brother’s estate at
Shandrovka. Such an assumption is supported by the
fact that the portrait was preserved at the Shandrovka estate and transferred to succeeding generations of Hahns.
On the other hand, if the portrait had been painted some
other time and under other circumstances it could have
been kept at the Fadeyev’s family in Tiphlis (Tbilisi). It
could also have resided with Nadezhda Fadeyev in Odessa, with Vera Zhelihovsky in Petersburg, or with Leonid
Hahn in Stavropol.
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by the request of Professor Petr. A. Hahn’s will, were
brought by the author of this article from Bishkek to
Dnepropetrovsk to become a part of the collection at
the Museum Center of H.P. Blavatsky and Her Family,
which is currently being established.24 With the incorporation of the duo portrait at the museum, it is possible to
imagine Professor Hahn pronouncing the same words as
Professor Nikolas Roerich in 1925 at Adyar: “In this house
of Light, allow me to hand over a picture devoted to
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky.” Let this portrait become a
foundation for the future Blavatsky museum whose motto
will be: “Beauty is a clothing of the Truth.”25
This invaluable gift was received from H.P. Blavatsky’s
descendants in 1991 when the efforts were underway to
establish the Museum Center, and founders of the Center
had just begun their efforts to regain the House [where
H.P.B. was born] back to Blavatsky in order to serve as
the home for the museum. The portrait of the “Two Helenas” became a key symbol and a guarantee of success
for the implementation of this great project to establish
the Museum Center of H.P. Blavatsky and Her Family.

These portraits are a cherished family treasure that,
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Yekaterinoslav in the early 19th century, source: Wikipedia
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Graves of Professor P.A. Hahn and his mother. Kirghizia, Bishkek
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The Death Mask of H.P.B.
by Erica Georgiades

The American Theosophist issue of May 1913 is downloadable from IAPSOP’s archive, at: http://goo.gl/9GPCLI
27
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Svitlana Gavrylenko (the Secretary of the Theosophical Society in Ukraine) sent me an e-mail inquiring if I
knew anything about HPB’s death mask. I informed her
that I never heard anything about a death mask of HPB,
but I would investigate the
matter.
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fore completion and it was believed H.P.B. destroyed
it by the exercise of psychic power, though confined to
her bed at the time. Fortunately the face was left intact
and the mask was molded from the same.” The mask

This is a brief outline of the
information I found, about
the death mask of HPB, with
the help of Leslie Price, K.
Paul Johnson, Patrick Deveney, Marc Demarest and
Svitlana Gavrylenko.
Leslie Price did a pre-sort
of the TS. Archives in London
and found some periodicals
containing special features
of HPB. He informed me the
following:
In World Theosophy, August 1931 (centenary number) the
death-masque plaque, as
they call it, is pictured.
Apparently it was made
by Joseph North and
the original hung in
the headquarters building of the Halcyon T.S.
(Temple of the People)
in California.
In the American
Theosophist, May 1913
there is a short article
“A Remarkable Mask”
by Francia A. La Due.
She says she has a mask
in her possession, and
the Halcyon Pottery has
made some copies with
slight changes. Apparently, at an open meeting
he held in New York in
1911 an artist, supposedly an old friend of HPB,
came to the platform
with a parcel containing
the mask, which had been molded from the face of a bust
modelled by a Swedish sculptress shortly before HPB
died. “The original bust was mysteriously destroyed be28

supposedly exerts force on both HPB devotees and
strangers alike. One copy was now at Krotona (i.e. Old
Krotona). Perhaps it is still around at the present Kro-
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tona? I have not yet seen the history of Halcyon, (reviewed in the Am. Theosophist.) which perhaps mentions the mask.
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based on HPB’s death mask.

K. Paul Johnson informed me that:
the mask is referred to on p. 134 of Ivey’s book
[2013, Radiance From Halcyon, University of Minnesota Press,] simply to the effect that pottery students of
Alexander W. Robertson made several copies of the
death mask at the Industrial School of Arts and Crafts,
which dates them to 1910-12.
The magazine The Theosophist (May, 1991) features a photograph of HPB’s death mask. I don’t have
access to this issue, but I was informed that no source
is included in the photograph. However, after Marc
Demarest sent me the photograph of HPB’s death mask,
which he scanned from Patrick Deveney’s issue of the
American Theosophist (May, 1913), I noticed that the
image published in The Theosophist (1991) most probably
is a reproduction of the image published in the American
Theosophist (1913) (see image on page 28). Additionally,
in the advertising section of the American Theosophist
(Ibid) we find the following add:
We Have FOR SALE These Splendid Photographs
of Madame Blavatsky – not prints, but original, serially
numbered photographs executed upon heavy buff paper,
full cabinet size. They are mounted together in a special
folder of artistic crash paper. The two photographs are
for sales, postpaid, for $1.00; either, mounted singly, 75
cents.
As these photographs are copyrighted they can be
obtained only from The American Theosophist KROTONA, HOLLYWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.

Blavatsky Bust, created by Ferdinand Schirren

Furthermore, a source from Belgium informed
Svitlana Gavrylenko that the Blavatsky Bust,
created by the Belgian painter and sculptor Ferdinand
Schirren (1872-1944), was based on HPB’s death
mask. I could not find any source to confirm this information and the matter needs further investigation.
In case you know anything about the mask do contact us
or submit an article.
Below I reproduce verbatim the article written by Francia A. La Due, explaining the story of HPB’s mask.

A Remarkable Mask
by Francia A. La Due
[From The American Theosophist, May 1913]
HAVE been asked for the story of the mask of Helena P. Blavatsky, in my possession, several copies of
which, with some slight changes, have been made
at the Halcyon Pottery.
During an open meeting held by me in New
York City in November, 1911, a well-known New
York artist and an old friend of Madam’s – stepped
to the platform with a parcel saying: ‘I have been
psychically directed to bring this mask of H.P.B. to
you.”

Most probably the photographs sold by Krotona were
29

Carefully unwrapping the parcel, the bearer
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continued: “It is the only one of its kind in existence and
was molded from the face of a bust modelled by a Swedish
sculptress shortly before the death of H.P.B. The original
bust was mysteriously destroyed before completion and
it was believed that H.P.B. destroyed it by the exercise of
psychic power, though confined to her bed at the time.
Fortunately the face was left intact and this mask was
molded from the same.”
The mask seems to have a very remarkable effect on all
true lovers of the great soul which it represents. It seems
permeated with the same strong, vital force so much in
evidence to those who were closely associated with the
personality of that great leader while she was still with
us in the body, and it is not surprising that it was something of an object of fear to those who did not understand
the source of that power of did not know the great soul
through whom that power was exercised, as was often the

case when strangers were suddenly brought before it.
One of the before-mentioned copies is now at Krotona, and it is well worth the study of every Theosophist.
No mere picture could portray so vividly the strong masculine characteristics of the original, and an intelligent
observer, after studying the features so clearly portrayed
in this mask, can well understand the cause for the claim
of the sexlessness of H.P.B. sometimes put forth by old
Theosophists.
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Henry Steel Olcott as a Younger Person
by Leslie Price
We usually see Olcott as an old man with a beard in his
later years as TS president, but this appears to be a picture of him in the prime of life. You will remember that
Moses reviewed his book “ People” on the Eddy medumship, and this led to correspondence between them, with
HPB as the third. Could this photo have been sent with
Olcott’s letter to Moses of May 18 1875? In this letter Olcott said :
I sincerely hope you are able to visit me in the spirit now
that I have laid a cable of my Odic force across the water. I am no medium myself, but I have reason to believe
that my spirit sometimes does a little travelling on its
own account, at night when my body is asleep. Come to
me if you can, and let us take counsel together.

31

Why was this photo taken in Cincinatti? Possibly
during his Civil war work as a fraud investigator for the
government? To quote a biography:
On one of hundreds of cases investigated, he reports
that “by a corrupt conspiracy between a government
purchasing agent, an inspector, a Cincinnati contractor,
an Indianapolis horse dealer, and Republican politician,
the United States had been systematically robbed of one
million dollars in the purchase of horses and mules, at
the Cincinnati corral, during the preceding year.
Marc demarest suggested that his photo was taken by
someone in the Leon Van Loo group in Cincinnati.
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CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
We would like to invite you to contribute to the next issue of FOTA (The Friends of Theosophical Archives) Newsletter.
FOTA is a charitable organization (independent from any Theosophical organization) being formed to promote knowledge and
support for, the Theosophical archives across the world. The history, social influence and cultural impact of the Theosophical
Movement are relevant areas of academic research. Consequently, the preservation of historical Theosophical material is very
important not only as academic sources of research, but also to preserve the history of the Theosophical Movement for future
generations.
During FOTA’s formation, an informal steering committee is managing FOTA: Leslie Price, founder of Theosophical History
journal; John Patrick Deveney, associated editor of Theosophical History; Erica Georgiades MA Ancient Religions candidate at
the University of Wales Trinity Saint David, BA (Hons) Philosophy and Psychological Studies (OU). She was National Secretary
of the Theosophical Society in Greece and delivered the Blavatsky Lecture in 2012. The FOTA England was recently founded;
the Chair is Kevin Tingay BA (Hons) Religious Studies (Sussex), and lecturer at Bath Spa University and the Secretary is Leslie
Price. To know more about FOTA visit the web-site by clicking here:http://www.hypatia.gr/fota/
The FOTA Newsletter was launched in April of 2014. The founder is Leslie Price and the Editor is Erica Georgiades. The Newsletter aims to provide information about Theosophical Archives around the world, updates about FOTA and articles. We would
like to invite you to contribute to the next electronic issue of FOTA (December 2014). You may contribute by sending articles,
notes, reports featuring special collections and rare material stored at the Theosophical Archives of your Section, lodge, group
and so forth. The same invitation is also extended to all Theosophical organizations, ULT, Theosophical Society of Pasadena
and so forth; also to private archives and collectors. Additionally, you may contribute by helping us to locate possible unknown
Theosophical archives and private collectors. Contributions should be submitted in (.doc) format by e-mail to the Editor erica.
georgiades@gmail.com
You are invited to download the previous issues by visiting this link http://hypatia.gr/fota/



You Can Help
If you wish to participate in the formation committee, contribute to the archival preservation fund,
or identify an archive in need of preservation, contact Leslie Price: leslie.price@blueyonder.co.uk
If you wish to join FOTA’s mailing list, subscribe to our newsletter by clicking here:
http://www.hypatia.gr/fota/index.php/news
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